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A complete solution for BNO passport holders
to relocate in the United Kingdom

BNO Premier
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GETTING YOUR 
BN(O) VISA
Before you can start your 
new life in the UK you’ll 
need a visa. Our expert 
team handle this, making 
the application process 
stress-free for you and 
your family.

FINDING A JOB 
OR WORK
Whether you’re looking for 
employment or want to 
start your own business, 
we’ll help you to stand 
out and secure a regular 
source of income.

CHOOSING A 
SCHOOL
Our expert consultants will 
help you to navigate the 
UK education system, find 
suitable schools for your 
children, secure places 
and plan for your children’s 
future.

FINDING A 
PROPERTY
Our experienced Property 
Consultants will help you to 
find, negotiate and secure 
a UK home based on your 
preferences. They’ll also 
help you with shipping. 

NAVIGATING THE 
TAX SYSTEM
We’ll help you to 
understand the UK tax 
system and how to file your 
taxes. We’ll also submit 
your first tax return on 
your behalf and help you to 
open a UK bank account.

BUILDING A 
NETWORK
Our selected networking 
platform will help you to 
access off-market job 
opportunities,  build your 
professional network and 
make fulfilling connections.

STEPPING INTO 
UK LIFE
We’ll look after you on 
arrival in the UK, help to 
arrange important services 
and a GP registration and 
provide guidance on British 
etiquette and settling into 
the UK way of life.

START
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We know that relocation can feel 
overwhelming, so we’ve broken our  
service down into seven manageable 
steps to help make the process as 
stress-free as possible.

Many people choose to structure 
their relocation using the logical 
order below but this is flexible 
depending on your requirements. 
Please get in touch to learn more.

Planning your relocation

1 3 5 7

2 4 6
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INTRODUCTION
The United Kingdom’s Hong Kong British 
National (Overseas) visa route opens for BN(O) 
citizens and their close family members to apply 
from the 31st January 2021. As a visa holder, 
you will be able to work or study freely in the 
UK, apply for higher education courses and use 
the National Health Service.

Under the Hong Kong BN(O) visa you will be able 
to apply to enter or remain in the UK for a period of 
30 months (which you can extend by a further 30 
months) or a period of 5 years. You will be allowed 
to apply for settlement after 5 years if you meet 
the requirements, and British citizenship 12 months 
after settlement.

THINGS TO CONSIDER
Relocating to the UK brings new opportunities, 
but applying for any UK visa is a complex 
process that requires careful planning because 
you may not get a second chance. 

With Home Office refusal rates at an all-time 
high, we continue to achieve consistently positive 
outcomes on behalf of our clients. Our professional 
team work with leading immigration lawyers to 
prepare and submit high-quality visa applications 
for individuals and their families. Since our founding 
in 2013, our expert team have successfully 
completed over 300 visa applications. We have an 
outstanding track-record for success and the best 
network of immigration lawyers in the UK.

Getting your BNO visa
With an outstanding reputation as a place to live and work, the UK is the 
natural home for ambitious foreign individuals and their families.

OUR SERVICES
To make the UK visa process stress-free for you 
and your family we will provide:

• Private discussion of your visa strategy based on
your personal circumstances

• Hassle-free documentation and visa application
handling completed by a leading UK immigration
lawyer

• Access to a consultation session on how to
protect your visa status in the UK

• Instructions on how to apply for UK settlement
and citizenship after five years

TYPICAL TIMELINE
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Apply for BNO visa

Extension

Apply for settlement

Apply for citizenship

5
years

1
year
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INTRODUCTION
Home to the sixth-largest economy in the world 
and international business hubs, the UK is the 
perfect place for ambitious businesspersons to 
build a career.

If you are seeking employment, it is reassuring 
to know that language skills are becoming 
increasingly important across all UK industries, 
making many foreign nationals desirable 
candidates. The UK has a significant Hong Kong 
population, so as a BN(O) passport holder you will 
be in good company, but at the same time you 
need to position yourself well to stand out in the job 
market.

OUR SERVICES
Designed in conjunction with the UK’s leading 
outplacement specialist Renovo, our exclusive 
outplacement programme will help to kick-start 
your career in the United Kingdom. It provides:

• Unlimited one-to-one support from a Personal
Career Coach: From assessing skills and
choosing the right first step, to building a strong
CV and interview performance, an expert is
there to help you with every step

• Unlimited use of our job search and career
transition portal offering Career Assessments,
a Cover Letter Builder, Interview Simulator,
Company Database and a Job Search Engine

Finding a job or work
Expert services to get you noticed in the UK job market, start a business, 
secure an income and begin your professional career.

SERVICES CONTINUED
Our exclusive outplacement programme also 
includes:

• Online workshops delivered by our award 
winning team on topics including successful 
online job searching, accessing the hidden job 
market and everything you need to know about 
interviews

• 24/7 well-being support: Access to BACP 
trained counsellors to help with issues such as 
stress and anxiety throughout the process

• Access to over 20 recruitment specialists 
carefully selected  by sector to help you 
achieve success

OPTIONAL ADD-ONS
In addition our outplacement programme, we 
can provide the following optional services that 
will enable you to start work immediately:

• Guaranteed Work Placement: Invest in a UK
business of your choice and receive a one-year
guaranteed work placement to kick-start your
UK career. Choose from our database of over
100 pre-screened UK companies across all
regions and industry sectors.

• Start your own business: Our consultancy team
can help you to evaluate your business idea,
localise it to the UK market, plan a structure and
create a funding strategy.
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Our programme has a track-record  of delivering 
82% of applicants into work within 90 days.
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INTRODUCTION
Renovo are the UK’s leading outplacement 
specialists, offering a wide range of award-
winning services to help job seekers take the 
next step in their career.

The UK job market is more competitive, fast-paced 
and complex than ever. Online job boards, video 
interviewing and the rise of social media are a small 
part of the ever-evolving environment which makes 
up a new and unfamiliar job market. With services 
ranging from personalised career coaching and the 
latest in careers technology, to group workshops 
and career clinics, Renovo provide personalised, 
practical and results-focussed services fit for the 
modern job search.

RENOVO IN NUMBERS

About Renovo
Get to know the UK’s leading outplacement specialists who will help you to 
take the first step in your UK career.

WHAT IS OUTPLACEMENT?
Outplacement services help with a broad range 
of areas including establishing career priorities 
and assessing your options, developing a bespoke 
career plan and personal brand, mastering the 
art of UK job searching, creating great CVs that 
get you noticed and transforming your interview 
performance.

DO I NEED RECRUITMENT TOO?
Our outplacement agency will  ensure you are fully 
prepared for the job market. Recruitment agencies 
fill positions on behalf of employers, and you have 
access to over 20 recruitment specialists carefully 
selected  by sector to help you achieve success.

“It was a big advantage to have someone with real 
experience not only to review my CV, comment 
on applications and practice interviews, but also 
to suggest entirely different ways of approaching 
my job search”

Adam - Supply Chain Manager

“My coach was really helpful and provided me not 
only with the tools and advice I needed but also 
support when I was a bit downbeat. Each person I 
saw, at agencies and interviews, all said how good 
my CV was. With the advice and support I felt 
confident in each of my three interviews and was 
offered all the jobs I interviewed for!”

Fred - Administrator
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Established 2009

Industries served 30+

Clients 50,000+

of Renovo clients 
rate their coach as 
‘Excellent’ or ‘Very 

Good’

98%
Average days to 

career resettlement 
with Renovo’s 
Professional 

52
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INTRODUCTION
The British education system is regarded as one 
of the best in the world, with internationally-
renowned schools and universities across a 
thriving independent sector and an extensive, 
well-funded state sector. 

The UK’s school system consists of state-funded 
schools, which are free to attend, and independent 
schools (otherwise known as ‘private’ schools) 
which are fee paying. Most families seek to place 
their children in a good local state school. Children 
enter the education system at the age three and 
are obliged to attend school until the age 16. From 
there, options include university, vocational training 
or starting work.

THINGS TO CONSIDER
Choosing a school is one of the most important 
decisions you will make for your child and central 
to a successful relocation. The competition for 
places at the best schools in the country is fierce, 
so starting your planning early is advised. 

There are many excellent schools to choose from 
in the UK, so much so that international families can 
often feel overwhelmed with choice. While deciding 
between state schools and independent fee-paying 
schools will depend on budget, parents should also 
make decisions based on where in the UK they will 
be living and working. Often, state-funded schools 
require families to live close to the school if they are 
offered a place.

Choosing a school
Benefit from internationally-renowned schools and universities peppered 
across the UK’s thriving independent sector and extensive state sector.

OUR SERVICES
To help you choose the best school for your 
children we will provide:

• Recommendations for state schools based on
your children’s age, aptitude and your chosen
area(s)

• Guidance on UK school reports and detailed
information on ‘catchment’ areas

• Introduction to a private education consultant,
if you are interested in independent schools for
your children

• Resources to help plan your children’s future

CHOOSING INDEPENDENT
If you are interested in independent schools for 
your children, our expert partners will evaluate your 
children’s level, recommend the best entry point 
and target schools, organise visits, prepare for entry 
tests and complete all paperwork.

KEY DATES
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Academic year start and end:

1st 
Sep - 31st 

Aug
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INTRODUCTION
From the peaceful Highlands of Scotland to 
the hustle and bustle of London, the UK is full 
of beautiful historic villages, busy cities, and 
charming towns that offer a brilliant balance 
between the two.

Different parts of the country have different things 
to offer depending on your lifestyle. For example, 
if you enjoy spending time outdoors taking part 
in active pursuits such as hiking or fishing, you 
may want to choose to live away from a big city. 
Alternatively, if you love vibrancy and easy access 
to amenities, a town or city may be right for you. 
Many people in the UK also look for a home in areas 
near their job and within school catchment areas.

THINGS TO CONSIDER
As a new resident of the United Kingdom 
without a credit history, employment or tax 
profile, you will need help to secure your home.

If you’re planning to stay in the UK for the long-
term or you’re certain on a particular area, buying 
a house or apartment can be a sensible solution, 
particularly considering the record-low interest 
rates on mortgages in recent years. However, 
renting in the UK may be a better choice for others, 
as it enables newcomers to get a feel for different 
neighbourhoods and be in a position to put in an 
quick offer. The main thing is to go into the process 
with an open mind and a willingness to research 
your desired area.

Finding a property
Help to source, negotiate and secure the perfect UK property for you and 
your family.

OUR SERVICES
To help you find and move into a great property 
we will provide:

• Property Search: Before you arrive in the UK,
our experienced Property Consultants will help
you find your ideal home within your budget
and location of choice. We will research suitable
properties, go on viewings and negotiate a fair
market price on your behalf, saving you the
hassle when you arrive.

• Shipping and Storage: We will obtain quotes
from trusted shipping partners on your behalf.
You select the provider, and we coordinate all
the paperwork, pick up and delivery dates.

ON YOUR ARRIVAL
To help you settle in to your home and discover 
your local area we will provide:

• Settling in Service: Our team will source your
internet connection, utilities, parking permits
and refuse and recycling services and mobile
phones for your immediate use.

• Orientation: Our Ambassadors will familiarise
you on your local neighbourhood and its
amenities, transport links, recreational facilities
and the best things to do in the area. We
have expert Ambassadors with decades of
local knowledge who are here to answer any
questions or queries that you have.
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INTRODUCTION
The UK tax system is complex, characterised by 
the longest tax code in the world. This code has 
more than doubled in size since 1997, reaching 
11,520 pages.

Taxation in the UK usually involves payments to the 
central government agency called Her Majesty’s 
Revenue and Customs (HMRC) and local councils 
who collect ‘business rates’ from businesses 
and ‘council tax’ from residents in their area. UK 
residents are legally obliged to make sure they are 
paying the correct amount of tax. It should not be 
assumed that an employer or HMRC will do this for 
you. Missing deadlines can result in penalties and 
interest on late payments.

THINGS TO CONSIDER
It is highly recommended to consult a tax 
advisor at major life events, such as when you 
move to a new country, start a new job, set up a 
business or purchase a home.

There are many ways in which you will have to 
pay tax. For example, on your personal income, 
gains from the sale or disposal of assets, and on 
inheritance. The amount of personal tax you owe 
will depend on many factors, and your individual 
circumstances, which can make calculating your 
tax bill a complicated task. Personal tax advice and 
tax planning can help you with compliance, whilst 
also identifying planning opportunities to improve 
your finances over the long-term.

Navigating UK tax
Access UK tax advice and assistance that puts you in control of today and 
ready for tomorrow.

OUR SERVICES
To help you navigate the UK tax system we will 
provide:

• Personal tax administration services to help you
complete your first tax return

• Online resources that explain the different UK
taxes and best-practice filing

• Private consultation on your tax obligations
(including inheritance, property and overseas
income tax)

• Assistance with registering  for local council tax
in the area that you choose to live

UNDERSTANDING UK TAX
The need for specialist on tax has never been 
greater. Frequent and unpredictable changes 
in tax legislation can significantly erode your 
personal wealth.

Personal tax advice and bespoke tax planning can 
save you money, time and a great deal of effort. 
Firstly, it can deliver a significant improvement on 
your take-home income. Secondly, it can reduce the 
risk of making errors on your tax return. Thirdly, it 
will make your finances much more predictable over 
the long-term. Many people end up paying more 
tax than they need to, because they are unaware 
of all their allowances and the many legal methods 
available for reducing their tax bill.
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INTRODUCTION
Ambitious businesspersons who want to move 
to the UK sometimes complain that they don’t 
have any contacts in their targeted area. They 
assume, therefore, that they don’t have a strong 
launch-pad for their job search and post-job-
search career success.

As with many countries worldwide, the tradition 
of building relationships is a cornerstone of 
business and professional development in the UK. 
Building a strong professional network is the key 
to new opportunities. It can support your career 
development by helping you in your current role, 
providing access to secure new clients, raise funds 
for your business or land your dream job. 

THINGS TO CONSIDER
To build a successful network in the UK, you 
will need to ignore the natural tendency to build 
networks according to self-similarity principles 
and embrace diversity.  

But it’s not just who you know, but how you attract 
the kind of networks that can help you to grow your 
professionalcareer in the UK.

Depending on your industry, experience, interests 
and field of work, there may be exhibitions, trade-
shows and events that you can attend in order to 
build your professional network. Otherwise, online 
networking offers large communities to connect 
with and serve as a good way to meet people.

Building a network
Take your career further with complimentary membership to a selected off-
market networking platform and exclusive personal growth opportunities.

OUR SERVICES
Our partner networking platform will help you to 
achieve your professional goals:

• Looking for work? Over 85% of job vacancies
are filled through networking before they are
advertised. Discover off-market openings and
secure your dream job.

• Starting a business? The platform is the perfect
tool to build your executive network, reach out
to contacts in your industry, raise funding and
secure new clients

• Looking for new roles? Find non-executive
directorate positions and boost your income.

WE’LL HELP YOU GET STARTED
Many people find the idea of networking a 
bit intimidating. If this is you, our Community 
Engagement Specialists will help you to get setup 
and introduce you to contacts in your industry 
and business mentors. Over 6000 non-executive 
directors are ready to offer you advice and connect 
you with 10,000+ boards, helping to expand your 
professional network and realise your ambitions.

“This is more than a ‘network’, it is a community 
of like-minded professionals who work together 
to ensure success across the platform. I cannot 
recommend a membership enough”

Kay - Ex-Lawyer & Non-Executive Advisor MD
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INTRODUCTION
While life in the UK is similar to Hong Kong 
in some respects, you will notice many 
differences between the way things are done 
here and what you used to do at home. 

These could include the way people dress, speak 
and behave, teaching and learning styles, job titles, 
food - potentially all aspects of life.

As shown on TV, British people also place a great 
deal of importance on good manners. Whether it 
be in relation to speech, timeliness, body language 
or dining, politeness is key. These rules are usually 
unwritten yet important to integration, career 
success and making the most out of life in the UK.

THINGS TO CONSIDER
Moving to a new country means adapting to 
new ways of doing things. 

Alongside learning what the typical cultural and 
social norms are, upon arrival in the UK there are 
several things you’ll need to arrange including 
opening a bank account, getting a National 
Insurance (‘NI’) number and registering with your 
local doctor (known as a ‘General Practitioner’ or 
‘GP’). Everything you need to do to set up your 
life in the UK requires a secure UK address for 
official documentation to be sent to. For example, 
bank accounts and National Insurance numbers 
require a UK address. They will not send out official 
documentation to unsecured addresses like a hotel.

Stepping into UK life
Learn the skills that are important to integration, career success and making 
the most out of life in the UK.

OUR SERVICES
To ease the arrivals process we will provide:

• A warm welcome at the airport with
complimentary taxi and hotel reservations (or
travel to your chosen property) for you and your
family

• Help to register your family for the NHS, a local
doctor (known as a ‘General Practitioner’ or
‘GP’) and National Insurance (‘NI’) numbers

• Information about driving in the UK and
assistance with converting your Hong Kong
driving licence to the equivalent licence card in
the UK

ONGOING SUPPORT
To help you step into UK life we will provide:

• Complimentary access to our ‘Life in the UK’
programme offering guidance on the UK way
of life, day-to-day ‘must knows’ and British
etiquette

• Explanation about UK emergency services, the
health system, local leisure and social facilities,
social organisations and children’s activities and
playgroups

• Sourcing of your cable provider and instructions
to obtain a TV licence
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WHO WE ARE
InvestUK is an international business, 
investment and lifestyle consultancy 
organisation. Since 2013, we have helped over 
300 international investors, businesspersons 
and entrepreneurs to invest, start businesses 
and begin their next chapter in the United 
Kingdom.

Our wide-ranging expertise and well developed 
professional relationships mean that we can 
provide consultancy services for our clients in all 
areas of their business and personal life. Though 
we are a private company, we align closely with UK 
Government policy on business, investment and 
immigration.

FACTS AND FIGURES

About InvestUK
Helping international businesspersons to start their next chapter in the 
United Kingdom since 2013.

OUR SERVICES
As an international consultancy firm we are able 
to draw on the expertise of all our departments 
to meet the needs and objectives of each 
individual client, including in relation to:

• Investments into UK private equity

• Business and entrepreneurship mentoring

• Tier 1 (Investor), Innovator and Sole
Representative visa solutions

• Property, tax and lifestyle planning

• Lifestyle concierge services

FOR YOUR NEXT STEPS
For your next steps with the BNO Premier 
service or to make an enquiry about any of our 
other services please get in touch with our 
dedicated client care team:

BNO Programme Team:
enquiries@bnopremier.com

UK Office:
enquiries@investuk.com
+44 (0)20 7629 2522

Press enquiries: 
insight@investuk.com
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Established 2013

Countries served 34

Clients 300+
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“This is a very meaningful footstep for our family. Thank 
you so much again for all your patience.”

MR. K WONG, KOWLOON, HK

INVESTUK (GROUP) LIMITED
4 Cavendish Square
London
W1P 0PG
T     +44 (0)20 7629 2522
E     enquiries@bnopremier.com

bnopremier.investuk.com

InvestUK (Group) Limited is a UK registered company
with company number 10318390.

This publication is printed on paper from a sustainable source.

InvestUK is an internationally recognised consultancy firm based in 
Central London. Our wide range of expertise and well developed 
professional relationships mean that we can provide support for our 
clients in all areas of their business and personal life. Though we are a 
private company, we align closely with UK Government policy on business, 
investment and immigration.

Our professional and multi-lingual is based in London’s prestigious Mayfair 
district and are expert, engaged and inclusive. We work hard to 
understand each client’s individual needs and objectives in order to create 
the best possible outcome for our clients and their families. 
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